Accommodation and chromatic aberration: effect of spatial frequency.
When subjects view an edge in white light, a colour fringe, produced by longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA) of the eye, is formed at the edge. The colour fringe changes with changes in focus, and serves as a complex colour-coded cue for reflex accommodation. Fincham found that 60% of his subjects failed to accommodate appropriately when the colour fringe was removed with an achromatizing lens or by the use of monochromatic light. Our experiment sought to determine the spatial frequencies at which LCA is most effective. We monitored accommodation in 10 subjects while they viewed sinusoidally moving sine-wave gratings (1-3 D at 0.2 Hz; 1-10.5 c/deg) in a Badal optometer. The targets were 'white' gratings with LCA normal, doubled, neutralized or reversed. Doubling the aberration has minimal effect, removing the aberration reduces gain and increases phase-lag, and reversing the aberration severely disrupts accommodation. Sensitivity to these chromatic cues exists at all spatial frequencies tested, but is most prominent between 3 and 5 c/deg. These results support the view that the system monitors focus by comparing contrast in red-green and perhaps blue-yellow colour-opponent mechanisms.